Abstract-Forward-looking (FL) catheter-based imaging systems are highly desirable for guiding interventions in intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) applications. One of the main challenges of array-based FL-IVUS systems is the large channel count, which results in increased system complexity. Synthetic phased-array processing with a reduced firing count simplifies the front-end and, hence, can enable 3-D real-time imaging. Recently, we have investigated dual-ring arrays suitable for IVUS imaging, in which the two concentric circular arrays are used separately as transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) arrays. In this study, we present different optimized array designs based on dual and single circular rings which are suitable for synthetic phased-array processing with a reduced number of firings. To obtain an optimal firing set that produces low side lobes in the wideband response, we use a simulated annealing algorithm. In the simulations, we use 1.2-mm-diameter array configurations with 64 Tx and 58 Rx elements, a center frequency of 20 MHz and fractional bandwidths of 50% and 80%. The results show that optimized dual-ring arrays provide 8 dB improvements in peak near side-lobe level with no widening in the main lobe width when compared with full and other sparse co-arrays.
I. Introduction I ntravascular ultrasound (IVUs) is a useful tool for diagnosing arterial diseases, guiding interventions such as stent deployment, and monitoring ablation procedures. IVUs systems are catheter-based and provide 2-D crosssectional images as well as 3-D volumetric images [1]- [4] . side-looking (sl) catheter probes with mechanically rotating single transducers provide cross-sectional images of the vessel [5] , [6] .
solid-state sl probes use circumferential arrays mounted around the catheter to enable electronic scanning of the cross-sectional area [7] [8] [9] . These probes provide high image resolution and are free of mechanical artifacts caused by rotating transducers. a significant shortcoming of these sl probes is the lack of forward-looking (Fl) capability to provide true volumetric images in front of the catheter. These images are highly desirable in guiding interventions, especially in the case of chronic total occlusions. although single-transducer-based systems in which the transducer is mounted on a rotating cam assembly have been realized for Fl-IVUs, these systems require a complex, bulky mechanism and complicated beam alignment and calibration protocols [10] [11] [12] . some more recent single-element systems either do not provide true volumetric images or still suffer from motion artifacts [13] , [14] . Therefore, a solid-state miniature transducer array is a key component of a Fl-IVUs system for imaging in coronary arteries imaging system. a ring-shaped array is a suitable configuration for Fl-IVUs, in which a central opening for a guide wire is required. The cmUT technology is promising for Fl-IVUs imaging because it offers high bandwidth, good sensitivity, and flexibility to fabricate arrays of different shapes and sizes [15] , [16] . In addition, it enables monolithic or flip-chip-bonding integration of front-end electronics [17] [18] [19] . by taking advantage of the flexibility offered by cmUT technology, it is possible to utilize the area around the guide wire efficiently by implementing multiple-ring arrays for Fl-IVUs imaging (Fig. 1) . We have demonstrated several successful studies on implementing single-and dual-ring cmUT arrays for Fl-IVUs [20] [21] [22] [23] .
one of the main challenges in array-based Fl-IVUs systems is the large channel count, which results in increased front-end complexity. synthetic phased-array processing with reduced firing count simplifies the front-end and, hence, can enable 3-D real-time imaging [24] . To reduce the number of channels and/or firing count, an optimized set of transmit-receive element combinations is essential. For array optimization, various studies have been presented in the literature for both 2-D planar arrays and circular arrays. most of these studies try to find sparse array layouts with optimized weighting schemes to reduce side lobes and suppress grating lobes in the beam pattern. smith et al. have used different transmit and receive arrays in which grating lobes are suppressed by nulling transmit array response with receive array response [25] . lockwood et al. have introduced vernier interpolation with periodic but different transmit-receive arrays [26] [27] [28] . austeng et al. have proposed several sparse array designs with symmetric and asymmetric periodic and diagonal array configurations [29] . Johnson et al. have investigated volumetric imaging using a small number of firings of phased subarrays over 2-D planar arrays. more recently, a set of manuscript received December 7, 2010; accepted september 25, 2011. This work was supported by award number r01Eb010070 from the national Institute of biomedical Imaging and bioengineering, and award number r01Hl082811 from the national Heart, lung and blood Institute. The content is solely the responsibility of the authors and does not necessarily represent the official views of the national Institutes of Health.
c. [35] . later, Trucco extended this work for wideband 2-D arrays, applying both thinning and weighting by using simulated annealing and genetic algorithms [36] [37] [38] . all of these approaches use full disk aperture and rectangular planar arrays. For the optimization of Fl-IVUs singlering arrays, Wang et al. have proposed an optimal subset of all transmit-receive combinations by using element separation and an interleaved arrangement strategy [39] . most optimization studies attempt to improve the beam performance using an optimal aperture weighting scheme. This is not desirable in Fl-IVUs, because of low snr caused by the small element size and synthetic phased array processing. In this study, we propose optimized array designs for both single-and dual-ring arrays. The optimization here aims to determine a suitable firing subset which eliminates redundant spatial frequencies in the coarray (effective aperture) and produces low side lobes in the wideband point spread function (PsF). For this purpose, we used two different co-array sampling schemes and simulated-annealing-based optimization.
II. circular ring array Processing a circular ring array best fits on the front surface of a catheter and thus is a preferred array structure for FlIVUs. because of the circular symmetry and spatial diversity on the co-array, it produces lower side lobes when compared with periodic rectangular arrays. In addition, circular ring arrays enable 3-D volumetric imaging by scanning a conical volume in front of the array plane. single-or multiple-ring arrays can be implemented.
single-ring arrays are formed by a coaxial array of elements located around the probe in an equally spaced circumferential manner. The array elements are used in both transmit and receive operation. The viability of Fl-IVUs imaging using a single-ring array has been demonstrated by several studies in the literature [16] , [21] , [39] . We have recently proposed a cmUT-based array configuration consisting of two circular rings (dual rings) with separate transmit and receive functionality which is a particular case of multiple ring array configuration [22] , [23] . The main advantages of dual-ring array configuration are the elimination of transmit-receive switching circuitry and the separate optimization of transmit and receive element geometry or biasing schemes [40] . moreover, dual-ring configuration provides resolution nearly identical to a singlering array without losing active area.
The theoretical far field continuous wave two-way PsF of a dual-ring array is given by:
where J 0 (·) is the zero-order bessel function, k = 2π/λ, λ is the wavelength, z is the range, r is the radial distance, and a and b are the radius of transmit and receive arrays (see Fig. 2 ). similarly, the PsF of a single-ring array can be determined by defining the radii of the transmit and receive arrays as equal. The circular ring arrays, as expected, produce higher side lobes when compared with the full disk aperture (with radius b) which has a PsF in the form of the first order bessel function J 1 (kbr/z) [41] , [42] . optimizing an array should suppress side lobes while reducing the number of firings to produce a high frame rate with reduced motion artifacts. because of the complexity of the optimization process, analytical methods are not used in optimized array design. synthesizing ring arrays is more cumbersome when compared with the 2-D rectangular arrays, because of the ring arrays' circular geometry. Therefore, we use the co-array concept to simplify the 2-D optimization problem by reducing it to the 1-D case. The objective of the optimization is to obtain an optimal firing set consisting of a predefined number of transmit-receive element combinations through elimination of redundant spatial frequencies in the co-array while producing low side lobe levels.
A. Co-Array Concept
In array design, the co-array concept can be used as a guiding tool for synthesizing appropriate transmit and receive array configurations. The co-array corresponds to the convolution of transmit and receive arrays and represents the two-way aperture function, equivalently the spatial frequency response. Each transmit-receive element pair contributes to a specific bin of the co-array, representing a specific lateral spatial frequency. The location of the bin corresponds to the sum of the position vectors of transmit and receive elements. The overall co-array kernel extends to the sum of the sizes of transmit and receive apertures. The goal in array design is to form a uniform co-array function, where amplitude of each co-array element must be controllable independently.
The co-array kernel for ring arrays fills a circular area with a boundary radius of R max = R tr + R rc , where R tr and R rc represent the radius of transmit and receive ring arrays, respectively. The full set of all transmit-receive combinations produces many redundant spatial frequencies (firings) because it has N tr × N rc elements. because the number of firings must be minimized for real-time imaging, the goal is to form a co-array function with minimal redundancy in spatial frequency content, while the beam pattern has reduced, low side lobe level. In general, a suitable weighting function is used to suppress the side lobes in beam patterns, but this approach results in degraded snr. Therefore, we propose two sampling schemes to obtain reduced firing sets and to suppress side lobes by adjusting the element densities of the co-array rings in radial and angular directions.
B. Uniform Co-Array Sampling
The spatial frequency components near the center of the co-array kernel correspond to spatial Dc and have no contribution in image quality [39] , [43] . Therefore, a central hole in co-array kernel with a radius of R min is excluded, and thus the resulting co-array is in the form of a donut shape. To form a uniformly sampled control kernel, the co-array space between R min and R max is sampled at equal radial and equal angular distances to obtain a desired number (N d ) of firings (co-array elements). Each sample is an equal-area patch, as shown in Fig. 3 . To obtain a uniform distribution, we choose the nearest neighbor elements to the control co-array elements from the full-set co-array elements. other elements apart from this nearest element are discarded. Using this approach, we choose a subset of N d elements from the full set to form a fully nonredundant co-array, the uniformly sampled control kernel, and determined the corresponding transmitreceive pairs.
C. Nonuniform Co-Array Sampling
To eliminate periodicity on co-array pattern which suppresses possible grating lobes, we used a nonuniform sampling scheme: We sampled the co-array kernel to adjust the element density distributed in a decreasing manner from inner ring to outer ring by increasing the inter-element distance of the rings radially to fit a given apodization function. This method suppresses both the grating lobes and the side lobes. The procedure to obtain the non-redundant co-array subset is the same as that for the uniformly sampled co-array [44] .
D. Simulated Annealing
Uniform and nonuniform co-array sampling gives completely heuristic solutions to the array optimization problem. To obtain a co-array pattern with a desired PsF performance one should search all the N d -element subsets of the full set co-array. This is a nondeterministic polynomial time (nP-complete) problem. Therefore algorithms producing near optimal solutions in reasonable time have received a lot of attention. In this study, we use simulatedannealing-based array optimization, which results in nearoptimal solutions.
The simulated annealing algorithm was first introduced by Kirkpatrick [45] and is widely used in array optimization, circuit design, and image processing. The algorithm is based on an energy (cost) function defined for the system, which reduces with improved performance of the system. During each iteration of the algorithm, a small random perturbation is induced in the state. If the new state causes the energy function to decrease, it is accepted. otherwise, the state is accepted with a probability dependent on the temperature of the system, in accordance with the boltzmann distribution:
where E is the energy and T is the temperature of the system. The temperature T is gradually lowered by a temperature function of the iteration number. as the system cools, the probability for accepting a poor solution is reduced, and eventually the system converges on the final solution which, if the optimization parameters are chosen well, may be close to the optimal solution.
To implement the optimization algorithm, we first calculated the PsF, H(·), using the simplified rayleigh-sommerfeld diffraction:
where (r, θ, φ) are the spherical coordinates; n and k represent the transmit and receive indices, respectively; w i is the apodization weight; s(·) is the excitation pulse; c is the speed of sound; t i is the flight time; and τ i is the focusing delay time [46] . In this study, we consider uniform weighting (no apodization): w i = 1 for all i. To decrease computational complexity, we ignore the element factor, obliquity factor, and the attenuation effects. The PsF geometry showing the array and spherical coordinate system is shown in Fig. 2 . The initial step in the optimization is to calculate the PsF including all transmit-receive firing combinations for all of the sampled azimuth and elevation angles. These data are recorded to be used further in the iterations to eliminate repeating PsF calculations for each perturbation state. To find an optimized subset with a desired number of elements from the full set co-array, one can define an energy function f (v i ), where v i is the co-array element position vector and i is the current iteration index. To minimize the side lobe level, the energy function should be defined as
where θ i is the angle of main lobe to side lobe transition. The objective of the optimization is to minimize the energy function for peak side lobe level. another energy function can be defined to minimize the integrated side lobe energy, and the expression is given as 
because of the symmetric array geometry, the PsF is also symmetric. Therefore, considering the spherical coordinates, the range of angles (0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2, −π/2 ≤ φ ≤ π/2) is sufficient to represent the PsF characteristic and reduce computational time.
The flowchart of the optimization procedure is shown in Fig. 4 . In this procedure we first determine suitable temperature function and number of iteration and perturbation parameters. The initial temperature is chosen high enough so that the first perturbations are almost always accepted, which results in sharp variations on the energy function. a randomly chosen element set from the full set determines the initial energy state value, and then the iterations start. In every iteration step, a predetermined number of perturbations on the current subset vector is performed. In every perturbation, a randomly chosen single element is replaced with a randomly chosen nonused element. If this new state decreases the energy function it is accepted, if not, then it is accepted with the defined probability function. If it is decided that the new state (element set) should be accepted, the state is updated. This procedure is repeated until all of the predefined number of iterations and perturbations are completed. at the end of the procedure, the variation on the energy function decreases to a predefined reasonable level which yields an optimal element set.
III. simulation results
To test the imaging performance of the optimized array configurations with dual-and single-ring arrays, we performed custom numerical simulations. For test arrays, we considered a 64-element single-ring array and a dualring array with 64 transmit and 58 receive elements. The diameter of the single-ring array is 1200 μm, whereas the diameters of transmit and receive arrays of the dual-ring array are 1200 μm and 1080 μm, respectively.
To analyze the co-array patterns, we first obtained the full-set co-array of the corresponding array configurations. The full set has 3712 and 4096 firing combinations for dual-and single-ring arrays, respectively. because of different transmit and receive array radii and number of array elements, all of the firing combinations have uniform amplitude, in other words, there is no overlap on the co-array space. However, the same transmit-receive pairs result in an identical point on the co-array space; hence, the single-ring array has some redundancy. When we eliminate this redundancy, we may consider 2049 firing elements that have uniform amplitude.
For the dual-ring array configuration, we consider two test cases with 512 and 256 firings (desired co-array element counts) which correspond to a reduction of nearly 1/7 and 1/14 of the full set, respectively. These firing counts are suitable for real-time IVUs imaging. To compare co-array distributions, we obtained uniformly and nonuniformly sampled co-arrays as well as the optimized co-array. For uniformly sampled co-arrays, we determined 13 rings and 9 rings with inter-element distance of nearly 1.2λ and 1.7λ for the 512-and 256-element designs, respectively. For nonuniformly sampled co-arrays, we used the Kaiser-bessel apodization function to fit the radial inter-element distance. The Kaiser-bessel function is expressed as
where Δr is the inter-element distance of the rings, m is the ring index, I 0 is the zero-order modified bessel function of the first kind, α is an arbitrary parameter, and N is the total number of rings. To obtain a desired element number of 512, we determined a minimum and maximum inter-element distance of 0.8λ and 1.34λ respectively, whereas for the 256-element case, these numbers are 1.2λ and 2.0λ. The number of rings is identical for the uniformly sampled case. For both uniformly and nonuniformly sampled cases, the co-array subsets are determined by the nearest-neighbor technique. In optimization, we used the following parameters: 400 iterations, 4000 perturbations, and the initial temperature of 3 × 10 4 . For the temperature function, we used
where T 0 is the initial temperature, i is the iteration index, and β is a parameter chosen as 0.97. We performed the simulations for the energy functions using both the technique of minimizing the peak side lobe and the integrated side lobe energy technique. although they produce similar results, the former yields better results. To obtain a circularly symmetric co-array and PsF distribution, when choosing elements we used a quarter of the co-array space and extended the solution to the other quarters symmetrically. This also results in symmetric transmit-receive firing pairs. another advantage of this method is that the optimization is performed on a small search space, which reduces the computational time required to reach an optimum solution. The co-arrays produced by all transmit-receive element pairs (full-set), uniformly sampled, nonuniformly sampled, and optimized cases are shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7 (top). In these figures, the co-array elements are represented by binary values: black (not used) and white (used element). We considered two sets of wideband PsF simulations using a 20-mHz Gaussian pulse with 50% and 80% fractional bandwidths. The speed of sound is c = 1540 m/s and the sampling frequency is 2 GHz. To display 2-D PsFs, we used constant-r surface (θφ-surface) and rθ-plane (in spherical coordinates as depicted in Fig. 2) , which correspond to the c-scan and b-scan displays, respectively. Each image in these figures is normalized to its own maximum and log compressed to a dynamic range of 40 db. Here, the target is located on the array normal (on axis) at f /4 and, therefore, these PsFs represent nonsteered beam patterns. The c-scan and b-scan PsFs are shown in Figs. 5-7 (middle and bottom). For ease of comparison, we also obtained averaged 1-D lateral cross sections of the PsFs shown in Figs. 5-7 , where the averaging was performed by the 1-D cross sections across the entire φ-range and the r-range; simulation results for the single-ring array are shown in Fig. 8 .
When the 2-D PsF responses of dual-ring array are examined, we observe that optimized co-array configuration has a narrower 6-db main lobe width when compared with the uniformly and nonuniformly sampled cases. The nonuniformly sampled co-array, as expected, has a lower first side lobe level than the uniformly sampled co-array. on the other hand, the optimized co-array produces considerably better performance than the other two. although the average side lobe levels of the uniform and nonuniform coarrays decrease below the −40 db level around the angle of 10°, a relative rise to the −35 db level in the far side lobe region is observed. For optimized co-arrays with 512 and 256 elements, there is a slightly flat side lobe level near −40 db. Especially in the 512-element case, the far side lobe level of the optimized co-array remains below −40 db at almost every angle. We also simulated PsFs for a fractional bandwidth (FbW) of 80% for both 512-and 256-element sets. The results for the 512-element case are shown in Fig. 7 . The optimized co-array produces the best results, as seen in the results for FbW of 50% case. The main difference in FbW of 80% is on the nonuniform co-array case, for which there is a widening beneath the main lobe region and a rise on the far side level. This is consistent, because as the FbW is increased, large interelement distances on the outer rings of the co-array result in a rise in side lobe levels. The measurements on simulation results in terms of beam width, peak first side lobe level, and far side lobe levels are outlined in Table I . We also reconstructed the steered PsFs for the 512-element case (shown in Fig. 9 ), where the steering angle is θ is 30° (φ = 0°). The steered PsFs showed that the optimized co-array has significant near side lobe reduction compared with the full set and performance similar to uniformly and nonuniformly sampled co-arrays.
For the PsF simulations of single-ring arrays, we used a Gaussian pulse with a center frequency of 10 mHz, which is the value that Wang et al. used in their study [39] . The co-arrays produced by all transmit-receive element pairs (full-set), nonuniformly sampled, and optimized co-arrays are shown in Fig. 8 (top) . The co-array for Wang's approach is also given as a reference for the comparison of single-ring array design. We also produced 2-D PsFs of the corresponding co-arrays along with the 1-D averaged cross-sections (Fig. 8) .
The simulation results showed that the optimized and nonuniformly sampled co-arrays have narrower 6-db main lobe width. Wang's co-array and nonuniformly sampled co-array perform similarly in terms of the first and far side lobe levels, whereas the optimized design has nearly an 8-db improvement for the first side lobe level.
IV. summary and conclusion
In this study, we presented different optimized array designs based on circular single-and dual-ring designs that are suitable for synthetic phased-array processing with a reduced number of firings. To obtain an optimal firing set, we used a simulated annealing algorithm together with the wideband pulse-echo response of the array system. The simulation results demonstrated that the annealing algorithm can be used to reduce the number of firings and control side lobe performance for circular ring arrays. For dual-ring array design, we explored the co-arrays of two test cases with 512 and 256 firing elements. They both produced near side lobe levels below −30 db and far side lobe levels of nearly −40 db without compromising the main lobe width. For 20-mHz operating frequency and 10 mm imaging depth, the test configuration with 256 firings form an image frame in 3.3 ms, which results in nearly 300 frames/sec when only a single active channel is available. The low susceptibility to tissue-transducer motion is as vital as the high frame rate in synthetic phased array processing. The 256-firings/frame corresponds to a maximum phase error of T 0 /10 caused by tissue-transducer motion less than or equal to 1.14 mm/sec. The motion susceptibility can be scaled down by using several parallel active channels. For example, an IVUs system with 4 active channels can tolerate tissue-transducer motion up to 4.56 mm/sec with a maximum T 0 /10 phase error [47] .
although proposed optimal designs with synthetic phased-array processing increase frame rate and reduce motion susceptibility, snr should also be considered because of the decrease in number of firings. The theoretical image snr produced by synthetic phased-array beamforming is proportional to the square root of number of firings (√N F ) [24] , [30] . Therefore, for our two test cases with 512 and 256 firing elements, optimized co-array sets produce an expected image snr of 47 db and 44 db, re- spectively, where an average snr of 20 db is assumed for a single pulse-echo scan. These indicate 8 db and 11 db snr loss relative to the full set with 3712 elements. In general, snr performance above 40 db is considered to be sufficient for IVUs applications.
In optimizing single-ring arrays, Wang et al. had chosen a reduced set using predefined spatial offsets between transmit and receive elements' locations (i.e., indexes). This approach has also been used by yeh et al. [16] for forward-looking intravascular/intracardiac imaging using a single-ring cmUT array. It seems that Wang's approach and ours generate reduced firing sets with different sampling of the co-array kernel: the former involves nonuniform sampling with density decreasing as the distance from the co-array center increases, whereas the latter produces nearly uniform sampling and nonuniformly distributed co-array elements density to fit an apodization function. These two co-array formation approaches for single-ring arrays can yield similar image quality, as long as the coarray size and the number of transmit-receive pairs are identical. because of the limitation in finding a proper set of offsets between the elements of the concentric rings with different element counts, the co-array synthesis using predefined offsets is not suitable for the dual-ring or multiple-ring array configurations, where each ring has a different number of array elements and/or inter-element separation. Therefore, we used a simulated annealing algorithm to obtain optimal co-array sets in both dual-ring and single-array designs. The optimized sets for singlering arrays produce considerably better results than other co-array sampling approaches. references
